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Key Events to Watch

Equities: European equity indices are flat to broadly higher this morning after
a day of profit taking on Tuesday following risk-asset's recent move higher. S&P
500 futures are 0.30% higher this morning ahead of the Fed's rate decision
tonight, markets are expected to be quiet in the leadup to this data point. The
Nikkei 225 was fairly  muted overnight, up just 0.06% on the session.
Currencies: Euro and Pound Sterling are both slightly stronger this morning as
the Dollar continues lower, trading its lowest levels since early March. All major
currency pairings will likely see lower volatility as the day goes on, ahead of the
data tonight.
Safe-havens: Yields have spent the week falling so far, with the benchmark US
10yr back down to 0.8% on Wednesday morning, after looking like it would
reach 1% towards the end of last week. Gold is trading fair value in the centre
of its 8-week range, marginally higher on the day at $1,725.
Economic Data: This afternoon at 13:30 we will see the release of CPI inflation
figures from the US, however all eyes will be on the Federal Reserve tonight. 
Friday will see the release of GDP data from the UK.

Markets are likely to see lower volatility for the rest of the session in
Europe today, ahead of the Federal Reserve's rate decision and
monetary policy statement tonight at 19:00 Irish time. This  comes
after the central bank's two-day policy setting meeting, with
markets having priced in no rate change for the rest of 2020.
At 19:30 we will see the Fed Chair Jerome Powell hold a press
conference, in which we expect him to be questioned about the
future possibility of negative rates in the US, along with any new
guidance surrounding the bank's expectations of the speed of the
recovery in the US and any longer-term damage that may emerge
from this crisis.
We will be paying close attention to the Fed's updated dot plot,
coupled with their summary of economic projections for the
second half of the year.

Federal Reserve Tonight

Irish Economy

OECD
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) has released an updated forecast this morning, expecting
the global economy to suffer its largest non-war time downturn in a
century this year. The organisation forecasts the global economy to
contract by 6% in 2020, before bouncing back relatively quickly in
2021 by 5.2%. These expectations are based on a scenario
whereby we can keep the Coronavirus outbreak under control, and
prevent a widespread second wave.
In the event of another wave during H2, OECD has estimated that
the global economy could possibly shrink by up to 7.6% with just a
2.8% bounce-back next year.
"Ultra-accommodative monetary policies and higher public debt are
necessary and will be accepted as long as economic activity and
inflation are depressed, and unemployment is high" said OECD
chief economist Laurence Boone today.

In their summary of Ireland, the OECD has projected that our
economy has contracted sharply in H1, forecasting a 6.8% fall in
Irish GDP and recovery of 4.8% next year. The institution also urged
the Irish State to extend existing support measures if conditions
struggle to improve. 
If we see a significant second wave of the virus the Irish economy
could contract by 8.7% according to the OECD, with a chance of
little to no recovery in 2021. They have also forecasted for
unemployment in Ireland to come in between 10.8% and 12.3%
this year.


